Southeast Regional ASCE Conference Participants,

We are deeply saddened to announce the cancelation of the 2020 ASCE Southeast Regional Conference. No conference events will occur at the University of Central Florida on March 13-14, 2020.

This document will outline some procedures our team has put in place due to the recent events regarding conference competitions.

Our team finds it important to recognize the work that all student chapters have put in thus far. During the Southeast Conference events that took place today, we witnessed the creative efforts and dedication from many student chapter members and faculty.

We thank each and every one of you for participating in your competition projects and hope everyone knows their efforts are recognized and appreciated.

Please follow the procedures in this document in order to receive any possible scoring towards competitions.

Sincerely,

The University of Central Florida
2020 ASCE Southeast Conference Committee
**COMPETITIONS**

**Concrete Canoe** - Technical papers have been scored. Contact Head Judges as discussed in the captains meeting. More information will be forthcoming regarding the competition scoring in coordination with the National Concrete Canoe Committee.

pmoore@chenmoore.com, jacosta@chenmoore.com

**Sustainable Solutions** - Technical papers have been scored. Contact Head Judge as discussed in the captains meeting. More information will be forthcoming regarding competition scoring in coordination with National Competition officials. tmokris@hazenandsawyer.com

**Blue Sky** - Technical papers have been scored. Send a picture of your teams presentation poster by 8:00 PM EST Saturday March 14th. All pictures must be sent to ascenesesc2020+bluesky@gmail.com. *Virtual (online) presentations will occur at a later date.

**Professional Paper** - Technical papers have been scored. *Virtual (online) presentations will occur at a later date.

**Innovation Contest** - Technical papers have been scored. *Virtual (online) presentations will occur at a later date.

**UESI Surveying Competition** - Pending National instruction. No competition tasks will occur at this time.

**GeoWall Challenge** - Technical presentations have been scored. The sandbox evaluation that occurred at the captains meeting will be taken into consideration. More information regarding GeoWall is to come.

(*) Universities will be contacted at a later date with more information.
Concrete Cornhole - Technical papers have been scored. Teams must send a picture showing the aesthetics of their cornhole boards by 8:00 PM EST Saturday March 14th. Teams must also send a picture showing the thickness of their cornhole board using a ruler or tape measurer (measurement should be in inches). All pictures must be sent to ascesesc2020+cornhole@gmail.com

Plan Reading Competition - This competition will occur virtually (online) at a later date. More information will be released about the competition format.

Big Data Challenge - This event will occur virtually (online) at a later date. The submission process and evaluation window will be released at a later date. The evaluation window will not occur Friday, March 13th.

Scavenger Hunt - Teams must send a picture of the front and back of their teams scavenger hunt list by 8:00 PM EST Saturday March 14th. All pictures must be sent to ascesesc2020+scavenger@gmail.com.

Ecohydraulics Competition - Technical papers have been scored. Teams must send pictures showing the aesthetics of their seedling design by 8:00 PM EST Saturday March 14th. All pictures must be sent to ascesesc2020+ecohydraulics@gmail.com

T-Shirt Competition - Teams should send a picture of the front and back of their competition shirt by 8:00 PM EST Saturday March 14th. A proof of your competition shirt from the printing company will suffice. All pictures must be sent to ascesesc2020+tshirt@gmail.com.

Visual Display Competition - Scoring has already been completed for this competition.
Mystery Competition - Unfortunately this competition is canceled.

Tug of War - Unfortunately this competition is canceled.

Concrete/Steel Golf - Unfortunately this competition is canceled.

Seismic Response Challenge - Unfortunately this competition is canceled.